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Abstract: Over the last five years, considerable progress has been made in the area of software resource estimation, management and control. Numerous tools have been developed and been put into use that allow managers to better plan, schedule and control the allocation of the time, workforce and material needed to develop their software products for NASA applications. Currently, over 300 commercially available software project management tools exist including about 180 project scheduling and control packages for an IBM personal computer-based workstation. In addition, numerous tools exist for estimating software costs, measuring software progress through earned value concepts which rely on reporting milestone completions, maintaining configuration integrity over the software product databases and measuring software quality. The literature is full of promises and details when it comes to these tools and it becomes confusing when you try to sort out what they really can and can't do when you read the sales fiction. In addition, much of the experience associated with transitioning these tools onto operational projects where managers are trying to use such aids to reduce the time it takes them to plan and control the delivery of their complex software products has not been recorded or shared.

The purpose of this presentation is to remedy this situation by discussing the author’s recent experiences in inserting software project planning tools like those mentioned above onto more than 100 projects producing mission critical software. The author will briefly summarize the problems the software project manager faces and then will survey the methods and tools that he has at his disposal to handle them. He will then discuss experiences his firm and users of the RCI developed Project Manager’s Workstation (PMW) and the SoftCost-R cost estimating package have had over the last three years. Finally, he will report the results of a survey conducted by his firm which looked at what could be done in the future to overcome the problems experienced and build a set of usable tools that would really be useful to and used by managers of software projects.

THE PROJECT MANAGER’S WORKSTATION

The Project Manager’s Workstation (PMW) was a prototype system that was built 3 years ago for a military client to research the following issues:

1. What tools does a software manager really need and what tools will he really use on the job?

2. What are the criteria which govern the acceptability of management tools by managers, not computer scientists?

3. Can management data be bridged between commercial tools developed by different manufacturers and resident on different machines?
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The PMW is a collection of management tools that runs on a dual floppy IBM personal computer with 512 KB. It has the following capabilities: resource planning, scheduling and control via a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS); Gantt and PERT chart (tabular and graphical) preparation and drawing; user-oriented report generation for cost-to-completes, schedule-to-completes and earned value determination; local bridges to packages like 1-2-3 and dBase on the personal computer and global bridges to packages like PAC-II and VUE on mainframes; and a personal time manager which allows relational development and searches of action item lists, calendars, distribution lists and telephone lists.

The PMW was designed as a rapid prototype with both usability and technical capability in mind. We hoped to learn from it as we put it into prototype use within organizations who were willing to try to employ it on their projects. It has been distributed to over 200 people over the last 3 years. Each user was required to attend a hands-on course on the system where he/she was taught how to use the package for managing a software project. A generic WBS was developed and inserted into the package to guide its users in consistent work task identification and cost data collection.

Recently, RCI surveyed the users of the package to get their feedback and to understand what their real requirements were when it came to project management tools. It was interesting to learn the following:

- The man/machine interface design makes or breaks the system. The user interface must be easy to learn and easy to use. It should be picture-oriented, function key driven and menu-based. Tool designers shouldn't assume managers know how to type, use a computer and/or will read manuals. They won't based upon our experience. To combat this, the package must have built-in "HELP" and safeguards against inappropriate usage.

- Most managers object to project management systems because they are required to do a lot of data input. Managers do not have the time, desire or skill to do it and often, don't do it right. Subordinates don't have the knowledge or the experience to do it correctly. Therefore, the system must support both working together to relieve the manager of the drudgery of getting the first set of workable plans into the system. To combat this, many tool designers should looking at "games" and should try to adapt their concepts to making data inputting "Fun".

- Most vendors do not mechanize all the features and functions they put in their manuals. This makes it extremely difficult to interface packages together into an integrated system. File interchange performance is the critical issue because management users will not tolerate lengthy delays in getting responses to their questions. In the development of the PMW, we had to drop about half of the candidate packages from consideration and build our own modules to replace them as a result. Tool designers should therefore only rely on a core set of capabilities when they plan to use commercial packages.

- Global bridging or linking a micro-based tool to a mainframe-based system is much more difficult than first expected. Vendors do not
like to give you the file interchange formats and reverse engineering is the only alternate solution to getting this needed information. As a consequence, it took us 3 times more effort than originally planned to provide this capability. Tool designers should not count on the vendors of packages to make their jobs easy. Instead, they should adopt a standard file format like DIF and consider only packages that implement it.

- According to our users the most useful tools were work planning oriented, the most used tools were time management oriented and the most wanted tools were "what-if" oriented. This is not surprising and should be factored into future system designs.

- Because the state-of-the-art is moving towards networking, managers wanted to evolve their tools so that they could interrelate what their people were doing at different sites via their management tools. According to their wish lists, they wanted to do things like schedule a meeting on their people's calendar electronically and to preview deliverables in their work units libraries via remote inquiry privileges.

**SOFTCOST-R**

In another effort, RCI developed a cost estimating package based upon the work of Dr. Robert Tausworthe called SoftCost-R\(^2\). In essence, RCI spent six person years of effort to productize the experimental work done for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. SoftCost-R is hosted on an IBM personal computer and versions exist for all of its models including the PC/XT and PC/AT. The primary feature RCI implemented was usability. Learning from our PMW experiences, we built a user-friendly screen editor to make the package easy to learn and easy to use. Since we introduced our product earlier this year, over 20 organizations have acquired it and are using it to predict their costs. Most of these organizations work on small to medium-sized projects developing software for embedded applications. The capabilities of SoftCost-R are similar to other parametric and statistical cost models on the market today like COCOMO, PRICE/S and SLIM. The key difference has to do with the ease with which the management user can employ the model to answer the "what if" questions he so desperately needs to answer.

Again, RCI surveyed its users and members of its development team to determine what lessons could be derived from its experiences to-date. This was very valuable to us because we were in the midst of planning enhancements to our current product and wanted to factor these lessons into our future releases. It was interesting to learn:

- The number one issue on the minds of management when it comes to costing is sizing. How can one determine in advance how big the program will be when you don't have the foggiest idea of what the system architecture will be was one of the comments heard during one of our interviews. While some research in this area is underway, managers will be reluctant to accept the results of cost models unless some of it pans out.

Most of our users employed at least two cost models to cross check each’s results. The most popular model was COCOMO and most of our users employed it manually from the book. The reason for this popularity seemed to be its availability. Unfortunately, many users in our survey did not seem to fully understand the model’s scope or limitations and were misusing it on the job.

Calibrating a cost model to the organization using it is the hard part. Most organizations using our model did not have cost data available to either calibrate the model or validate its accuracy. Even if they had data, it was hard to make any sense out of it. Less than 5% of our users collected cost data as a norm and few had a framework in place for cost estimating. While cost models like SoftCost-R forced these organizations to gather data, most of it was not statistically homogeneous. Models must therefore be architected so that their calibration points and sensitivities are known and easily altered. In addition, the model must come with a known calibration data base in order for its users to have enough confidence in the model to believe its results.

Non-management user’s put too much reliance on models. Because a model gives them an answer, many believe it is right and don’t do any more homework.

Management user’s tend to be more skeptical and don’t believe the results of models even if they are perfectly calibrated to their projects and their environments (which they are not). Often, this is because managers really don’t want to know the truth - the software is going to cost more than they expected and they don’t have sufficient budget allocated for it.

Many simple and mundane packaging concepts can make a model acceptable to a management user who will sacrifice capability to get something he can get answers from. Good user engineering goes a long way with managers who neither have the time nor the desire to become professional parametricians.

CONCLUSIONS

While the results reported seem logically and self-apparent, few seem to have paid attention to them in the past. Considerable attention needs to be paid to the packaging of tools when they are exported to production organizations from tool developers. The author sincerely hopes that this presentation will stimulate renewed emphasis on this important topic. Afterall, the results are based upon a survey of over 200 management users and are not only the author’s opinion.

---
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PRESENTATION AT THE 10th ANNUAL NASA/GSFC SOFTWARE ENGINEERING WORKSHOP
PURPOSE OF BRIEFING

- To discuss our experiences with our software management tools
  - Project Manager's Workstation (PMW)
  - SoftCost-R Estimating Package

- To communicate the lessons we have learned - the hard way through use

- To hopefully influence your efforts and help you avoid the mistakes we have made
THE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Begins by:

{ Planning
  Organizing
  Staffing

Communicating
Motivating
Integrating
Measuring
Controlling
& Directing

→ THE TEAM - AND THEN

→ THE EFFORTS
  OF THE TEAM

THROUGH AN INTERACTIVE PROCESS
PMW: AN OVERVIEW

PMW IS AN EXPERIMENTAL, INTEGRATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

- Developed to research the issues associated with what tools managers need and how data could be bridged between machines

- Uses a package called "PROJECT SCHEDULER" as its nucleus for work structuring and scheduling

- Adds value by incorporating an advanced manager/machine interface, graphical PERT, time management functions and improved reporting capabilities

- Is screen-oriented and uses function keys to simplify the interface

- Produces a variety of reports including:
  - Action item list
  - Address book
  - Cost-to-complete
  - Critical path
  - Key meeting & briefings
  - Resource profiles
  - Schedule-to-complete
  - Work breakdown structure
PMW: FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES

- Create work breakdown structure
- GANTT chart for WBS elements
- Cost for WBS elements

- Network chart
- Gantt charts
- Project costs
- Cost-to-complete
- PAC II interface
- LOTUS "1-2-3" interface
- Address book
- Calendar of appointments
- Meeting/briefing list
- Action item list
- Commands
- Mode assistance
- Tutorial
PMW: LESSONS LEARNED I

- The manager/machine interface must be user-friendly
  - Picture-oriented, function key driven and menu-based

- Don't assume managers know how to type, use a computer and/or will read manuals
  - The package must be easy to learn and must have built-in safeguards and "help"

- There is no way around the problems of initial data entry
  - Managers don't have the time, desire or skill to do it
  - Subordinates don't have the knowledge or experience to do it
  - The tool must support both working together to get the job done perhaps using games

- Vendors do not mechanize all the features/functions in their manuals
PMW: LESSONS LEARNED II

- Vendors do not make it easy to interface packages to other packages.
  - File interchange performance is the critical issue because users will not tolerate delays in getting responses to their questions.

- Global bridging or linking a micro-based tool to a mainframe-based system requires large efforts.
  - Every organization is run differently.

- The most useful tools are work planning oriented.

- The most used tools are time management oriented.

- The most wanted tools are "what-if" oriented.

- The state-of-the-art is migrating to network-oriented.

- The PMW-II should take advantage of facts and trends.
SOFTCOST-R: AN OVERVIEW

- Developed with user-friendliness and accuracy in mind
- Uses about 60 sizing and productivity factors to predict resources, duration and staffing requirements
- Computes confidence factor for delivering on-time and within budget for any proposed effort and duration
- Provides powerful "what-if" analysis and plotting features
- Generates schedule and resource estimates for about 50 tasks making up a project
- Produces a standard Work Breakdown Structure for software development tasks
- Is screen-oriented and permits all models parameters to be changed by simple editing processes
SOFTCOST-R: OVERVIEW DIAGRAM

**Inputs**
- Master Menu
- Sizing Screen
- Complexity Factors
- Management Factors
- Staffing Factors
- Environmental Factors
- Help Screens

**Outputs**
- Software Resources Estimate
- "What-If" Analysis Reports
- "What-If" Plots
- Input Value Summary Report
- Project Estimate Summary Report
- Task Schedules

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Model</th>
<th>Report Generator</th>
<th>Gantt/PERT Scheduler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SoftCost Editor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS DOS Operating System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM or TI Personal Computer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Calibration Data Base
SOFTCOST-R IS EASY TO USE

- EASE OF USE AND LEARNING ARE PRIMARY DESIGN GOALS
- SOFTCOST-R IS MENU-ORIENTED USING FILL-IN-THE-BLANKS NOTATION AND FUNCTION KEYS
- SOFTCOST-R USES "HELP" LINES ON A SPLIT SCREEN TO LOCALIZE THE DEFINITION OF TERMINOLOGY AND ASSIST USERS IN INTERPRETATION
- SOFTCOST-R HAS BUILT-IN LIMIT CHECKS AND IS HARD TO MISUSE
- SOFTCOST-R IS DELIVERED WITH AN EXAMPLE CALLED "TEST" INTEGRATED INTO ITS USER'S MANUAL AND DELIVERED WITH THE PACKAGE
- SOFTCOST-R IS VALIDATED PRIOR TO SHIPMENT AND IS MAINTAINED UNDER STRICT LIBRARY CONTROL
- USERS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO GENERATE THEIR FIRST ESTIMATE WITHIN ONE HOUR OF GETTING ON THE SYSTEM
SOFTCOST-R: "WHAT IF" PLOTS
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SOFTCOST-R: LESSONS LEARNED

- Organizational preconditioning is needed
  - Most organizations did not have cost data available to either calibrate the model or validate its accuracy
  - Even if they had data, it was hard to make sense out of it
  - Few organizations collected cost data as a norm and few had an established framework in place for cost estimating
  - Cost models forced organizations to gather cost data and establish an estimating framework
  - In some cases, cost models forced changes in business practices that seemed disruptive but really were not

- Calibrating the model to the organization is the hard part
  - Models must be architected so their calibration points and sensitivities are known and easily altered
  - Organizations are dynamic and models must replicate them

- The most popular model seems to be COCOMO because of its availability
  - Most users employ it manually without understanding its scope or limitations
SOFTCOST-R: LESSONS LEARNED 2

- User’s often put too much reliance on models
  - Just because a model says it doesn’t make it right

- The weak link in all cost models is sizing
  - SoftCost’s sizing formulas are just as suspect as other models

- User’s do not always believe the results
  - Even when perfectly calibrated, user’s don’t want to believe the truth (especially managers)

- Many simple and mundane packaging concepts can make a model user friendly
  - Too often, models are developed for capability instead of usability
  - Good human engineering goes a long way in making a product acceptable

- User’s need help in workloading (allocating workforce to a schedule) as much as they need help in estimating

- Most user’s really do not know how to allocate their efforts or to architect their work plans
  - Modeling packages must be designed to help in this area
TOOLS IN DEVELOPMENT

- ASSET is a PC-based sizing tool which extends the function point work of Albrecht and Gaffney into the realms of scientific and real-time software
  - Statistically-based and empirically validated against a data base of 15 projects

- PMW-II is a PC/AT management tool system being developed specifically for project managers
  - AI frontend operating under GEM to improve user-friendliness
  - Integrates ASSET, SoftCost and PROJECT with a spreadsheet for "what-if" analysis

- SoftCost-Ada is a new version of SoftCost-R specifically calibrated for Ada developments

All of these efforts build on over three years of user experience
IN CONCLUSION

- I'VE DISCUSSED OUR EXPERIENCE WITH SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT TOOLS

- THE MAJOR LESSONS WE HAVE LEARNED INCLUDE:
  - PAY AS MUCH ATTENTION TO PACKAGING AS YOU DO TO FUNCTIONS OR FEATURES
  - MAKE YOUR SYSTEM "MANAGER-FRIENDLY" NOT "PROGRAMMER-FRIENDLY"
  - PROVIDE "WHAT-IF" CAPABILITIES AND A LOT OF SMALL USEFUL TOOLS
  - DON'T ASSUME VENDORS DELIVER WHAT'S ADVERTISED
  - WORRY ABOUT BRIDGING BETWEEN PACKAGES AND DON'T ASSUME IT IS EASILY DONE
  - REALIZE TOOLS MAY ACT AS THE CATALYST FOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE